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Where do I move my sensors?
Emergence of a topological representation of
sensors poses from the sensorimotor flow
Valentin Marcel, Sylvain Argentieri and Bruno Gas

Abstract—This paper deals with the perception of mobile
robotic systems within the framework of interactive perception,
and inspired by the sensorimotor contingencies (SMC) theory.
These approaches state that perception arises from active exploration of an environment. In the SMC theory, it is postulated
that information about the structure of space could be recovered
from a quasi-uninterpreted sensorimotor flow. In a recent article,
the authors have provided a mathematical framework for the
construction of a sensorimotor representation of the interaction
between the sensors and the body of a naive agent, provided that
the sensory inputs come from the agent’s own body. An extension
of these results, with stimulations coming from an unknown
changing environment, is proposed in this paper. More precisely it
is demonstrated that, through repeated explorations of its motor
configurations, the perceived sensory invariants can be exploited
to build a topologically accurate internal representation of the
relative poses of the agent’s sensors in the physical world. Precise
theoretical considerations are provided as well as an experimental
framework assessed in simulated but challenging environments.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Space perception is a central issue in mobile robotics.
Indeed, many abilities heavily depend on it as they are
deeply rooted on spatial knowledge: among others, one can
cite trajectory planning [1], obstacle avoidance [2], auditory
and visual sensing [3], etc. Most of these implementations
consider that space is something that exists objectively out
there, and try to exploit it to model mechanical systems,
localize some objects of interest, reach and catch moving
targets, etc. However, space has not to be a pre-established
substrate per se to be able to perform the very same tasks. In
the case of the sensorimotor contingencies theory (SMC) [4],
[5], it is claimed that space is something that an agent may
experience via the determination of sensorimotor invariants
called contingencies. In other words, the discovery at first, and
then the use of such contingencies, is enough to make an agent
realize actions without the need of having an internal, local or
global representation, analytic or not, of space. A. V. Terekhov
and J. K. O’Regan [6] have shown it unambiguously by
learning from the sensorimotor flow an internal function representing translations. Since then, this idea has been extended
by Le Clec’H et al. [7] where an agent exploits compensable
sensory changes to build an internal representation of twodimensional rigid transformations. The underlying idea of
these works is based on the notion of active compensable
sensory changes proposed initially by Poincaré [8], [9]. Since
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then, substantial works have been dealing with how action
can structure perception [10]–[14], with a focus on Poincaré’s
idea on the notion of space, and more recently with growing
interest in robotics applications. In this vein, Bohg et al. [15]
has introduced the notion of “interactive perception” as the set
of approaches in robotics concerned with the implication of
action in perception.
In this interactive perception framework, robotics approaches to SMC appear to be more about finding geometrical
properties of space through the exploitation of the sensorimotor flow; these approaches are not, for now, about compensable
transformations as in Poincaré’s intuition, but are still related
to space. Thus, Philipona’s first formalization of the SMC approach [16] led to the demonstration that an agent can, without
any a priori, infer the so-called “dimension of space”. Further
works like [17] have also shown that, beyond the dimension
of space, it is possible to build a motor internal representation
of the positions occupied by the agent’s end-effector without
external knowledge about its working space. Despite the use of
a curvilinear component analysis (CCA) [18] and the definition
of adapted Hausdorff distances in the agent motor space, this
work lacks a proper mathematical formalization and there
are no clear definitions of the properties or spaces that are
actually captured by the agent. As a solution, the authors
have demonstrated that topological properties of the space
of sensory invariants on a sensitive body can also be well
captured [19]. This work focused on the agent self-interaction
with its own body, whose perception is more deeply analyzed
by Laflaquière in [20] within the SMC theory framework.
Working on the agent’s body was initially envisaged as a
way to put the environment dependency of the representation
aside. Indeed, as formalized later in this paper, the fact that the
environmental state can possibly evolve along exploration has
already proven to be a major theoretical difficulty [17], [21].
This paper proposes to tackle the environment dependency
by generalizing the formalism we initially proposed [19].
Differently from this previous contribution, it is envisaged that
the agent’s end-effector is not sampling its own body anymore
in such a way that all the sensory inputs are dependent to the
environmental state. Along the changes in the environmental
states, it is shown that an agent can undergo, by successive
iterations, a partitioning process of its motor set. Starting from
an unstructured motor set, the agent will build incrementally a
final motor partition which finally forms a good representation
of the external working space initially unknown to the agent.
As such, this refinement process is conducted along the agent’s
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life, through an active exploration of sensory invariant in
changing environments. The approach is similar to Shalizi
and Crutchfield [22] with a spatial version by Capdepuy et
al. [23], where statistics of the sensory stream are exploited
to build a model that best predicts sensory inputs. However,
in the current paper the representation is built without using
prediction but by using naive motor exploration and statistics
of the sensory invariants, which are obtained by hypothesizing
that the agent is only able to detect when two sensations are
equal; no other interpretation of the sensations is actually
required. The idea of measuring spatial distances between
sensors using statistics of uninterpreted sensory inputs has
already been tackled by multiple papers [24], [25], with
different metrics exploiting the sensory distributions in static
environments. In this paper it is shown that, under some
specific hypotheses on the environment dynamical statistics,
the internal representation is topologically equivalent to the
space of sensitive displacements of the sensors.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II is devoted
to the mathematical formalization of the aforementioned refinement process of the agent motor set. Additionally to all
the theoretical considerations, a simple example is used all
along the section (and in the rest of the paper) to illustrate
this process and its limits. Section III introduces some formal
considerations on the topological and metrical structures in
the sets obtained during the refinement process but also some
criteria to evaluate how the topological structures are preserved
in an internal representation. The theory is then exploited in
Section IV to propose an experimental and probabilistic framework for building this internal representation. Simulations are
conducted in Section V to carefully evaluate this framework.
Finally, a conclusion ends the paper.
II. T HE REFINEMENT PROCESS : PARTITIONING OF THE
MOTOR SPACE THROUGH SENSORY INVARIANTS

A. Characterization of the motor space
1) Refinement of the motor space: Let’s first consider a
naive agent, be it virtual or robotic, that can interact with
its environment by generating motor commands that act on
the agent actuators states (i.e. joint angles, positions, etc.).
Each state is called a motor configuration m and lies in the
motor configuration set M. The agent is also endowed with
sensors placed on its body parts. These sensors inform the
agent about the environment’s physical state they are sensitive
to, thus generating a sensory input s ∈ S, with S the sensory
set. An environment’s physical state is called an environmental
state  ∈ E where E is the set of all possible environmental
physical states, possibly infinite. It is also assumed that there
exists a deterministic function Ψ, often referred to as the
sensorimotor law [16], that links the motor configuration state
m, the environmental state  and the sensory input s as
s = Ψ(, m) = Ψ (m).

(1)

Note that time does not appear in this equation. Indeed, the
environmental state  is assumed to capture time changes in
the environment, while the sensory input s is hypothesized
to instantaneously reach its final value. Therefore, for a fixed

environmental state, the sensory input is solely governed by the
motor configuration m. Because of the possible redundancies
in the agent kinematics, the function Ψ (.) is possibly noninjective. It means that, at , two different motor states m1 and
m2 can lead to the very same sensory input s = Ψ (m1 ) =
Ψ (m2 ). As outlined in our previous work [19], one can then
define an equivalence relation =Ψ , such that
m1 =Ψ m2 ⇔ Ψ (m1 ) = Ψ (m2 ).

(2)

Thus, one can regroup all the motor states leading to the same
sensory state in their equivalence class [m]=Ψ = [m] =
{r ∈ M|r =Ψ m}. It is well known that the set of all
equivalence classes forms a partition 1 of the set on which the
equivalence relation is defined. In other words, every element
in M is included in one and only one equivalence class [m] .
This partition is called the quotient set M/ = {[m] |m ∈
M}. It forms a refinement of the trivial partition {M}, i.e.
the set M is split into equivalence classes of M/ .
Consider now that the environmental state has switched
from  to 0 . Then the agent has access to a new equivalence
relation =Ψ0 , that leads to a new motor set partition M/0 .
Because the environment has changed, the new equivalence
relation and motor partition are possibly totally different
from their counterpart in the previous environment. Therefore,
one can define a new multi-environment equivalence relation
=Ψ(,0 ) such as


m1 =Ψ m2


m1 =Ψ(,0 ) m2 ⇔  and
(3)
.
m1 =Ψ0 m2
According to its definition, this equivalence relation leads
to equivalent classes [m](,0 ) = [m] ∩ [m]0 verifying
[m](,0 ) ⊆ [m] and [m](,0 ) ⊆ [m]0 , i.e. the quotient set
M/(,0 ) is a refinement of both quotient sets M/ and M/0 .
Note that this multi-environment equivalence relation =Ψ(,0 )
does not depend on the order of  and 0 . Consequently, the
tuple (, 0 ) can be written as a subset E = {, 0 } of E . Based
on the idea that intersecting partitions obtained on multiple
environments gives a finer partition, one can then define the
generic multi-environment equivalence relation =ΨE , for any
subset E ⊆ E , as
m1 =ΨE m2 ⇔ Ψ (m1 ) = Ψ (m2 ), ∀ ∈ E.

(4)

Equality of sensory inputs must be valid for all environmental
state in E, therefore, by indexing the obtained sensations
by the corresponding environmental state, relation (4) can be
rewritten as
m1 =ΨE m2
⇔ {(, Ψ (m1 )) ;  ∈ E} = {(, Ψ (m2 )));  ∈ E}

(5)

⇔ ΨE (m1 ) = ΨE (m2 ),

where the function
ΨE (m) = {(, Ψ (m));  ∈ E} ∈ SE

(6)

1 A partition of a set X is a set of non-empty, pairwise disjoints, subsets
whose union forms the set X itself.
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maps each motor configuration to its respective indexed sensory set acquired along the experience of all environmental
states  ∈ E and SE is the set of all possible indexed sensory
sets obtained from E. Experiencing new environmental states
always give a more refined partition. Then, considering the
extreme case where E = E , it is clear that M/E is the finest
partition the agent can have access to. Indeed, it is made of
the finest equivalence classes that can ever be distinguished
from a sensory input during the refinement process. From the
agent’s point of view, these sets of sensor poses are sensory
equivalent but an outside viewer might distinguish them as
different poses in space. These finest equivalence classes will
be called sensitive poses in all the following. As shown later,
they might be closely related to the notion of points in the
physical space.
2) Illustrative example: All the aforementioned considerations were mainly theoretical. Let’s now illustrate these
points by using a very simple simulated robot agent made
of one serial arm composed of two parts of identical length
controlled by two revolute joints moving in a plane, see
Figure 1. The end-effector of the system is endowed with a
single-pixel camera which is only sensitive to illumination in
such a manner that it can only send two values: s = 0 if
the illumination is zero and s = 1 otherwise. The system
is driven by two motor commands θ1 and θ2 , which are
supposed to represent directly the two joint angles, so that
by convention θ1 , θ2 ∈ [−π, π[ (θ1 = θ2 = 0 makes the
arm horizontal). Suppose now that the environment is made
of one black and one white areas separated by a straight line,
as depicted on top of subfigures 1(a) and 1(b). Of course, the
agent does not have access to this information and can only
rely on its sensorimotor flow, i.e. variations of θ1 , θ2 and their
sensory consequences. At the very beginning, the set of all
motor commands m = (θ1 , θ2 ) ∈ M = [−π, π[2 have not
been distinguished from each other so that the current finest
motor partition is {M}. After having explored one black-andwhite environment, the agent is able to obtain a finer motor
partition. Indeed, two equivalent classes can easily be formed
by regrouping all the motor commands m giving the same
sensation, namely, for an environmental state , [m0 ] for
s = 0 and [m1 ] for s = 1. Then, the set {[m0 ] , [m1 ] }
forms a partition of the set {M}, which can be represented
as two separated points, see Figure 1(d). This partition is also
colored directly in the motor set in Figure 1(a). Of course this
partition is environment dependent, which is captured in the
formalization with a dependency to the environmental state 
in the equivalence relation =Ψ . This dependency has been
discussed in many publications [16], [17], [21], [26], and no
clear solutions have been proposed so far to deal with this
environment variability. In these works, the environment is
systematically considered static, and they often restrict their
study to cases where the environment changes do not influence
the sensorimotor flow (by working on the agent body, for
instance, like in [19] and [27]).
However if the environmental state changes to a new state
0 (corresponding to a new black-and-white separation of
the robot’s pose space, as shown in Figure 1(b)), then it
is possible that previously inseparable motor configurations
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(regrouped in one equivalence class) are now generating
different sensations. Considering this new environmental state
0 alone, it is clear that the agent can partition its motor set
into two equivalence classes [m0 ]0 and [m1 ]0 , thus leading
to a new motor partition shown in Figure 1(b). Remembering
the previous partition, the agent can now build a finer partition
for having sequentially experimented the environmental states
 and 0 . The resulting multi-environment partitioning can
be easily deduced in this case, and is shown in Figure 1(c).
In this intuitive example, the agent is now able to separate
the equivalence class [m0 ] , which relates to all the motor
configurations giving the same 0 sensation value for the
environmental state , into two new subsets that are denoted
[m00 ]E = [m0 ] ∩[m0 ]0 and [m01 ]E = [m0 ] ∩[m1 ]0 , with
the set E = {, 0 }. [m1 ] is also partitioned in two subsets
[m10 ]E and [m11 ]E . Following the colors used in Figure 1(c),
one can then illustrate this refinement with the down arrows
in Figure 1(d).
If the experiment is reproduced, then the multi-environment
partition will again be refined, with all the equivalence classes
being more and more partitioned into smaller subsets. The
refined sets would then show a monotonically growing number
of points along with the number of environmental states
observed. In this example, there is an infinite number of
environment states that the agent can interact with so that the
number of points shall tend to infinity: all the equivalence
classes can always be further partitioned with a new specific
environment. However, by considering the case where the
agent has interacted with all possible environmental states
(in fact, it is not a reasonable consideration as the empirical
version of the process may only give at most a countably
infinite number of experiences) one obtains a case where the
equivalence classes are not refinable and can be considered as
points, called the sensitive poses. But what are these sensitive
poses in the actual physical space?
B. From the motor quotient set to the sensor pose
So far, the previous section has highlighted the only two sets
the agent can be aware of: the motor configuration set M and
the sensory set S, where its motor states and sensory inputs
respectively lie. Both sets are linked together through the
sensorimotor law Ψ unknown to the agent. From an external
point of view, the sensory input s ∈ S is generated by
rigid sensors whose spatial state in the world can be entirely
described by their pose in the world: x ∈ X , with X the
sensors pose set. Let’s focus on this new set and highlight the
links between X , M and S.
1) Definition of the sensor pose set: It is well known
in robotics that the forward kinematics function f , which
accounts for the relative movements allowed at each joint, is
dependent on the geometry of the robot, is a function linking
the motor state m to the corresponding sensors pose x, usually
in Euclidean space, so that x = f (m). The pose set X is
built such that f is surjective, i.e. all sensor poses can be
obtained from a motor configuration in M). In general, the
pose x—which is a parameterization of the sensors spatial
state in the physical world—refers to the sensors positions
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Fig. 1.
(circle). (Bottom) Motor equivalence classes represented in the motor configuration set M. (a) The agent is in an environment made of black and white areas
parameterized by its state variable . The agent is only able to split its motor set in two parts, i.e. two equivalence classes [m0 ] and [m1 ] respectively
related to the sensory inputs: s = 0 (black) and s = 1 (white). (b) The same applies for the new environment configuration 0 . (c) When remembering the
0
environmental
states {, 0 }, the agent obtains 4 equivalence classes represented with 4 shades of gray: black is for the indexed sensory set {(, 0), (0 , 0))},
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and their orientations relatively to the frame of the agent’s
body. The sensors poses are externally defined thus not directly
accessible by the agent. The sensory input is thus linked to
0 sensors through the forward sensory
the spatial state of the
function φ , so that s = φ (x). In the end, the sensorimotor
law Ψ can be written as the composition Ψ = φ ◦ f , which
is summarized by the diagram

M

⇡

f

X

x1 =φE x2 ⇔ φ (x1 ) = φ (x2 ), ∀ ∈ E
⇔ φE (x1 ) = φE (x2 ),

φ

S .

(7)

Introducing
how the
⇡ X is a convenient way to understand
0
motor refinement, outlined in § II-A1, is related to space. Following the same ideas, one can define an equivalence relation
for two poses. It is noteworthy that the two functions f and φ
are possibly non-injective. This means that two different motor
configurations can lead to the same sensors pose (i.e. the noninjectivity of f captures the agent kinematics redundancy) and
in a specific environment state  two different sensors poses
can lead to the same sensory state (i.e. the non-injectivity
of φ captures the environmental redundancies but also the
sensors possible symmetries). In the vein of Equation (2), for
any  ∈ E , one can again define an equivalence relation =φ
for two poses with

⇡

x1 =φ x2 ⇔ φ (x1 ) = φ (x2 ).

(8)

Thus, one can regroup all the sensor poses leading to the same
sensory state in their equivalence class
[x] = {r ∈ X ; r =φ x}.

(9)

Then, the quotient set X / = {[x] ; x ∈ X } forms a
refinement of the trivial partition {X }. By generalization over

(10)

where the function
φE (x) = {(, φ (x));  ∈ E} ∈ SE

Ψ

m1

multiple environmental states, one can then define the multienvironment equivalence relation =φE for any subset E ⊆ E
defined as

(11)

maps each sensor pose to its respective indexed sensory set
acquired along
1 the environmental states in E. The equivalence relation =φE can be understood as: two poses are said
⇡ after having seen all environments in E ⊆ E
equivalent
if the sensory inputs they have generated are equal for all
environmental states in E. These poses can then be regrouped
in an equivalence class

m

[x]E = {r ∈ X ; r =φE x}.

(12)

The set of all equivalence classes is the quotient set X /E . Like
before, the extreme case where E = E is of particular interest.
Indeed, X /E is made of equivalence classes which can not
be further fragmented into subsets, thus defining the sensitive
pose set. It is interesting to see that the set of elements of X
is in fact a refinement of X /E . This highlights the fact that
there might exists some subsets of positions and orientations
in the sensor’s pose set that can never be distinguished from
sensory inputs. Then, from an internal point of view using the
sensorimotor flow, the agent will never be capable to separate
those ambiguous subsets and is unable to represent the whole
pose set X .
2) Interlink between M/E and X /E : So far, two quotient
sets have been introduced: (i) the motor quotient set M/E
which can be built directly from the sensorimotor flow and by
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interaction between the agent and its environment, and (ii) the
quotient pose set X /E which captures sensor poses that have
not yet been distinguished from sensory inputs. For each point
in X /E corresponds a unique set of indexed sensations. The
map f being surjective, all poses have been obtained from a
motor configuration in M. Therefore, the same set of indexed
sensations has also been generated from a unique equivalence
class in M/E . It then follows that there is a bijection between
the sets X /E and M/E and the set of generated indexed
sensations. Then, from an external point of view, the link
between all the sets defined so far can be subsumed by the
following diagram
ΨE

M

f

M
πE

M/E

X

X
πE

f /E

φE

SE

φ E /E

,

(13)

X /E

where f /E represents the unique bijective map mapping
M
together equivalence classes from M/E to X /E . πE
and
X
πE both represent the canonical projections from points to
equivalence classes. Consequently, the agent can exploit M/E
as an internal representation of X /E . Furthermore, letting
E = E means then that the agent has experienced all the
possible environmental states, i.e. each finest equivalence class
in X /E is equivalently represented by a finest equivalence
class in the internal representation M/E . These considerations
are illustrated in the following subsection.
3) Illustrative example (cont’d): Let’s come back to the
previous illustrative example, where a 2-DOF robot arm explores a black-and-white environment. In this simple case:
• the environmental state  can be described by a straight
line delimiting the pose space in two areas together with
a binary value indicating which one is black;
• the agent’s motor configuration set M is made of
the set of the two joint angles θ1 , θ2 so that M =
{(θ1 , θ2 ); θ1 , θ2 ∈ [−π, π[};
• the forward kinematics function f gives the end-effector
position (x, y) ∈ X ⊂ R2 as a function of θ1 , θ2 with x =
L(cos θ1 +cos(θ1 +θ2 )) and y = L(sin θ1 +sin(θ1 +θ2 )),
where L is the length of both arm parts;
2
• the sensor, placed at (x, y), delivers a sensory input s =
φ (x, y) ∈ S = {0, 1}.
The agent is there endowed with a point sensor, so a pose
x in X is nothing else but a point in a 2D Euclidean space.
Since two distinct points in the 2D Euclidean plan can always
be separated by a straight line, equivalently for two distinct
poses in X , there always exists an environmental state  ∈ E
for which the corresponding sensations are distinct. Then, for
a given pose x, the equivalent class [x]E regrouping all the
poses that always give the same sensations for all  ∈ E
is just the singleton [x]E = {x}. This means that the finest
partition X /E of the pose set is the set of points in X , i.e.
X /E = {{(x, y)}, (x, y) ∈ X }.
2 In the particular case where the sensor is placed exactly on the straight
line splitting the working space in two areas, it is arbitrary chosen that s = 0.

Following the same ideas, it is clear that the equivalence
classes in the motor configurations set M are the set of motor
configurations leading to a same and unique pose through
the forward kinematics function f . Consequently, the finest
partition M/E is made of equivalence classes [m]E individually corresponding to one equivalence class [x]E = [f (m)]E .
However, the finest equivalence classes in M/E have a unique
corresponding point in X /E , which have been shown to
represent points in the 2D Euclidean pose space. Then, without
knowledge on the forward kinematics function f —and through
a refinement strategy—the agent can build the set M/E which
captures kinematics redundancies and constitutes a very good
candidate for representing the actual space of Euclidean poses.
All these considerations are represented in Figure 2. The
pose space is represented in the left, where each pose can
be reached by the agent from one or multiple motor configurations due to the kinematics redundancy. For instance,
the pose x1 (resp. x3 ) can be reached by the 2 different
motor configurations m1 and m2 (resp. m3 and m4 ) in
M. The same applies for the pose x5 located at the limit
of the pose, which can be obtained with a unique motor
configuration m5 . Another particular case is the pose x6
obtained when the sensor is exactly in the center of the pose
space, which can be reached with all motor configurations
m = (θ1 , θ2 ) such that θ2 = −π, thus building the set
M6 ∈ M. As explained above, each of these poses is linked to
an equivalent class in M/E once the agent has experienced all
the possible environmental states  in E . For instance, the two
motor configurations m1 and m2 (resp. m3 and m4 ) can be
regrouped in the equivalent class [m1 ]E = {m1 , m2 } (resp.
[m3 ]E = {m3 , m4 }) in M/E . Then, one can see on this
illustration that each indivisible equivalent class obtained on
the finest partition M/E forms a sensitive pose, each of them
being associated to a unique pose in the pose space, i.e. a point
in the 2D Euclidean space. Thus, the agent knows for instance
that any motor configuration selected in M6 will correspond
to a sensitive pose point [m6 ]E (with m6 ∈ M6 ) and so to
a unique pose in the sensitive pose set. In that sense, one can
qualitatively understand that the finest refinement represents
the kernels of the forward kinematics function.
From the mathematical formalism previously proposed, one
seems to have definitely concluded on the way an agent can
refine its motor configurations from the set of sensory inputs
generated during the environment exploration. However, the
equivalence classes have been defined very intuitively by introducing a somewhat sequential exploration of the environmental
states. Moreover the environment is possibly continuous with
an uncountable number of environmental states and the agent
can not experience all of them. From the agent’s point of view,
the environmental states it can experience can been considered
as a statistical sample of the set of all environmental states. In
order to generalize the agent experience one needs to change
the current deterministic framework and introduce statistical
properties on the set of environmental states. Indeed, if some
sensory distinction between two motor configurations have
a zero probability to occur, then these configurations must
be considered equivalent from the agent point of view. This
allows us to extend the formalism to observable/unobservable
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X

⇡

x1
m1

M/E
<latexit sha1_base64="DD1wnL2OYRaGrjFp9ysgrsFvVWY=">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</latexit>
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the link between X , M and M/E for the simple example used in the paper. (Left) Pose set, with the single-pixel camera represented
as a square. (Middle) Motor configuration set. (Right) Sensorimotor representative set, i.e. the finest partition of the motor set. In the end, and for the finest
motor representation, each finest equivalence class [mi ]E in M/E represents only one point in the agent pose space X .

events using the probability and measure theory.

the equivalence relation on the set of motor configurations to
obtain the agent internal representation
mi =P mj ⇔ P ({ ∈ E ; mi 6=Ψ mj }) = 0.

C. On the observability of the finest refinement
1) Formalism: Because the number of possible environmental states is possibly uncountable, one needs to properly
define the probability space of interest (see [28] as a reference
on probability and measure). Let’s take E as the sample space
and its power set P(E ) as the σ-field or set of events. P(E )
is composed of all possible subsets of environmental states
the agent can interact with. Let’s assume that there exists a
probability measure P from a subset of environmental states
E ∈ P(E ) to [0, 1] that represents the probability for the
agent to interact with an environmental state inside E. If a
subset E has a probability measure P (E) > 0 then it is
called observable, meaning that there is nonzero probability to
observe at least one element of it. Therefore, one could derive a
new definition of the finest sensory equivalence classes on the
basis on this probability measure. Indeed, let’s consider two
poses and E the set of environmental states that make them
generate distinct sensations. E might be empty, finite or even
infinite, but if the measure P (E) = 0, then the probability
to observe an environmental state that distinguish both poses
is 0. In other terms, the sensory distinguishability of such
poses is unobservable by the agent. Then, one can extend the
concept of sensitive poses to observable sensitive poses. From
the probability measure P on the set of environmental states
E , lets =P be the new equivalence relation such that, for any
pair xi , xj ∈ X of poses,
xi =P xj ⇔ P ({ ∈ E ; xi 6=φ xj }) = 0.

(14)

This equivalence relation can be interpreted as: in order for two
poses to be in the same equivalence class, it suffices that the
probability to observe an environmental state that separates
them is zero. Let’s now denote by X /P = {[x]P ; x ∈ X }
the observable sensitive pose set made of the equivalence
classes given by the equivalence relation =P . From an external
point of view, X /P is the finest set of points that can be
observed from the sensorimotor flow; it is thus all that can
be represented by the agent. Obviously, one can also define

(15)

And define M/P = {[m]P ; m ∈ M} as the internal
representation. With the same considerations than in §II-B2,
M/P has the same number of points than in X /P . All these
properties can be subsumed in the following diagram
M

f

M
πP

M/P

X

X
πP

f /P

(16)

X /P

where f /P denotes the bijection that maps the equivalence
classes together, i.e. f /P : [m]P → [f (m)]P for any m ∈
M. πPM and πPX both represents the two canonical projections
from points to equivalence classes.
2) Illustrative example (cont’d): Let’s apply these new
considerations to the previous example. Considering Figure 2,
if one takes two separated poses in the pose space and chooses
at random a straight line intersecting with the pose space,
the probability to have a sensory difference between them is
different from 0. Indeed, if the distribution of straight lines
intersecting with the pose space is uniform, there is non-null
probability to separate two distinct points with this straight
line. Therefore, the sensitive pose set X /E and the observable
sensitive pose set X /P are identical. Moreover, the probability
measure P qualitatively gives a notion of distance between
poses, the farther they are, the higher is the probability to
distinguish them because the subset of environmental states
that separates them is bigger.
The next section investigates how the probability measure
P gives a structural information on the internal representation
and how it is related to the structure of the physical space.
III. I NTRODUCING STRUCTURAL CONSIDERATIONS INTO
THE MATHEMATICAL FORMALISM

So far, it has only been shown that a refinement process
allows the agent to obtain a set of points M/P in bijection
with the set of observable sensitive poses in the set X /P . Until
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now, the representation is correct if the internal representation
captures the observable sensitive points. However, in order to
be exploitable, the agent should also be able to represent the
continuity of movements in the physical space. Yet, there is no
guarantee that close points in X /P are represented by close
points in M/P . These considerations are carefully addressed
in the following subsections.
A. Sensorimotor structures on the quotient spaces
From a mathematical point of view, X /P and M/P have
been described as sets, and not spaces. Transforming these
two sets into spaces requires the introduction of some additional structure. In fact, it is possible to derive an intrinsic
dissimilarity measure between the points of these sets as they
can be linked together by the probability measure P on the
set E . Indeed, let’s consider any pair of poses xi , xj ∈ X .
Then from the probability measure P , one can derive the
probability p(xi , xj ) for the event “experience an environment
generating two different sensations at xi and xj ”. This can
be formalized by splitting up the set of environmental states E
c
in two complementary subsets Eij and Eij
, with Eij the set
of environmental states such that ∀ ∈ Eij , φ (xi ) 6= φ (xj ).
Then, using P , the aforementioned probability is given by
p(xi , xj ) = P (Eij ). Consequently, if p(xi , xj ) = 0 then the
poses are equivalent and xi =P xj . Importantly, it is proven
in Appendix A that p is a pseudometric on X . Because p is
a pseudometric, distinct points in X may have a distance p
equal to 0. However, in the quotient set X /P these points
are reduced in the same equivalence classes. Therefore, the
pseudometric p induces a metric p∗ on the quotient set X /P
defined as p∗ ([xi ]P , [xj ]P ) = p(xi , xj ).
Equivalently, one can define the probability σ for pairs
of motor configurations mi , mj ∈ M to observe an environmental state that generates different sensations with
σ(mi , mj ) = p(f (mi ), f (mj )) = P (Eij ). σ is called the
sensory dissimilarity, it is also a pseudometric on M and
it induces a metric σ ∗ on the quotient set M/P defined
as σ ∗ ([mi ]P , [mj ]P ) = σ(mi , mj ). Therefore, it appears
the agent can actually build a metric space (M/P , σ ∗ ) by
exploiting the refinement process highlighted in the previous
section. Moreover, the bijective map
(M/P , σ ∗ )

f /P

(X /P , p∗ )

(17)

has the following property: σ ∗ ([mi ]P , [mj ]P )
=
p∗ (f /P ([mi ]P ), f /P ([mj ]P )). Therefore it is an isometry
and both spaces are linked together by a distance-preserving
transformation.
One has to keep in mind that the metric structures induced
by the probability measure P are inherited from the statistics
of sensorimotor invariants. Consequently, they are empirical
because built directly from the observable sensorimotor experience, i.e. from the comparison of sensations along the agent
life. These empirical structures, as defined previously, are not
arbitrary but are an intrinsic property of the sensorimotor
experience of the agent. Based on previous considerations,
the space (M/P , σ ∗ ) is metrically equivalent to the space
(X /P , p∗ ), however, does this empirical structure respect the

continuity of the physical world? If not, the agent should
not have any interest in building (M/P , σ ∗ ) as it would not
constitute a good representation of the world. This specific
point is addressed in the next subsection.
B. Natural topology: towards a good representation respecting continuity of the physical world
Before dealing with the notion of a “good representation
of the world”, one needs to introduce natural structures in
the considered spaces. Here, “natural” refers to the structures
which are directly induced by intrinsic properties of the physical world in which the agent is embedded such as continuity.
Indeed, the displacements of the agent sensors are hypothesized as being continuous in time and space. Therefore one
can endow respectively the motor set M and pose set X with
topological structures τM and τX such that τM guarantees
the continuity of action and τX the continuity of the forward
kinematics function f (.), with f : (M, τM ) → (X , τX ).
So, it appears that the quotient pose set X /P can be
endowed with two different topological structures:
• the one induced by the quotient of (X , τX ) (i.e. the
quotient topology), which captures its natural topology;
∗
• the one induced by the metric p , which is empirically
obtained by the agent through sensorimotor experience.
Since one wishes the empirical topology to represent the
continuity of the physical world, both topological structures
must be equivalent. Under the following two hypotheses, it
is proven in Appendix B that these two structures on the
quotient set X /P are indeed topologically equivalent.
(H1) The probability p is a continuous property of the physical
space, or equivalently p is a continuous map from X × X with
the product topology to R≥0 .
(H2) The agent’s motor configuration space (M, τM ) is
compact.
Additionally, since relation (17) states that M/P and X /P
with their empirical structures are homeomorphic, then the
quotient motor space M/P with the empirical structure is
topologically equivalent with the space X /P endowed with
the natural structure. Thus, (M/P , σ ∗ ) can be considered to
be a good topological representation of X /P respecting the
physical continuity.
Now that we have stated the hypotheses under which the
agent might be interested in building M/P , let’s focus in the
next section on how to perform the refinement process from
an experimental point of view.
IV. A N EXPERIMENTAL FRAMEWORK FOR THE
REFINEMENT PROCESS

The notion of refinement, together with considerations on
the possible structures inherited from the agent’s actions and
statistics of its sensorimotor invariants, have been introduced
in the two previous section. Yet, all these points were mainly
theoretical: no considerations on the computational process
the agent should undergo in order to obtain a correct representation have been underlined. However, the refinement is
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a process that will be conducted during the agent life, i.e.
along time. This section is devoted to the introduction of such
experimental considerations that should allow to formalize
(i) what structures can actually be represented and how,
and (ii) how an outside viewer can experimentally assess if
this internal representation is correct. These two points are
addressed in the next two subsections.
A. Introducing an experimental point of view on the refinement
process
1) Experimental setup: To begin with, let’s consider that
the agent is totally naive and only has access to its uninterpreted sensorimotor flow. From a known home state m0 , the
agent performs a naive babbling through a set of N randomly
generated—but repeatable—actions, and then goes back to its
home state m0 . Through this exploration, the agent obtains
a number of N reads of its sensorimotor flow (si , mi ), with
i = 1, . . . , N . Let’s call M = {mi }i the motor exploration set
corresponding to the reached motor configurations. Under the
hypothesis of repeatability of actions, the agent can repeat the
exploration of the set M , each repetition being parameterized
by an integer k. Thus, at repetition k and motor configuration
mi , the agent sensory input is noted si [k].
At the end of each repetition of M , the agent can compare
the sensations between all pairs (mi , mj ) of motor configurations in the exploration set M . For repetition k, one can
define the N ×N dissimilarity matrix D[k] of all comparisons
whose elements Dij [k] are computed as

k
1X
0 if si [l] = sj [l],
δij [l], with δij [l] =
1 otherwise.
k
l=1
(18)
The elements Dij [k] of the dissimilarity matrix D[k] represent
the frequency for two motor configurations mi and mj of
being separated by a sensory input, during the sample of k
repetitions. Thus, it can be envisaged as an estimator of the
sensory dissimilarity σ(mi , mj ) defined in §III-A.
2) Experimental internal representation: From Equation (18) one has that, if during each repetition from 1 to k the
environmental states can be considered static, then the zeros in
D[k] actually represent the equivalence classes mentioned in
the formalization in §II for an explored set M and a sequence
of k environmental states. Thus, at the beginning of the agent
life, i.e. when k = 0, D[0] can be initialized as a null matrix:
all motor configurations have not been distinguished from each
other (see the initial partition in the top of Figure 1(d)). Then,
as the number of repetitions increases, the agent can notice
that during some repetitions two sensations si [k] and sj [k]
might differ. Then, for such pairs one has Dij [k] > 0 and
the agent motor configurations set M can be partitioned as
illustrated in the graph of Figure 1(d).
One would like to state that when k tends to infinity the
dissimilarity Dij converges in probability towards σ(mi , mj ),
but it needs some additional theoretical requirements on
both the probability measure P and the stochastic process
describing the succession of environmental states. Moreover
the case where the environment is fixed during a repetition is
Dij [k] =

purely theoretical. Dealing with a real-life scenario requires to
take into account a continuously changing environment. These
changes might cause distortions between the dissimilarity Dij
and the theoretical dissimilarity σ(mi , mj ). Furthermore, as
the agent does not explore all its motor configurations space, it
cannot represent its entire pose quotient space with the natural
structure. The dissimilarity can rather be interpreted as an
estimation of the metric structure of the space where the agent
sensors have moved. Considerations about the link between the
structures arising from the refinement process in a realistic
environment are developed in the following subsection.
B. Evaluation of the representation
So far, it has been proven that, under some hypotheses, the
agent is theoretically able to capture topological properties of
the quotient pose space. In the experimental case, it is not
possible to assess the convergence of the refinement process
at a topological level because the explored points are discrete,
and the discrete topology is trivial. The evaluation based on
topological continuity cannot be performed and should be
replaced by the evaluation of preservation of local structures
in the form of “small” neighborhoods. Points that are close in
one space should correspond to close points in the other space.
Indeed it has been shown that the internal representation is a
finite metric space which is equivalent to a fully connected,
undirected, weighted graph where points are nodes, and edges
are weighted by the distance between the two linked points.
Until now, the quotient pose space has only been given a
topological structure. In order to empirically evaluate the
internal representation metric, it is mandatory to define a
metric on the quotient pose set. This will allow a proper
evaluation of the metric distortion of the representation.
1) Evaluation metric and local structure in the represented
space: Let’s assume that the represented space, e.g. the quotient pose space X /P , is endowed with a metric ρ, called the
evaluation metric, known to an external viewer and compatible
with the natural topological structure in the quotient pose space
X /P . This metric could be used in traditional applications to
derive cost functions for tasks such as path planning. In the
experimental case, when the agent explores the set of motor
configurations M , it runs through the discrete set X = f (M )
of poses. After taking the quotient by regrouping points that
are theoretically not distinguishable from a sensory point of
view, we obtain the discrete subset X/P of quotient pose
set X /P for which ρ is also a metric. Therefore, the space
to be represented by the agent is the discrete set X/P with
the distance matrix R whose elements Rij corresponds to
the distances between elements in X/P : ρ([xi ]P , [xj ]P ). The
discrete metric space (X/P , R) can also be represented as a
weighted graph.
2) Evaluation criteria: From one side we have the internal
representation (M, D) which evolves with the time of exploration, and on the other side the represented space (X/P , R).
We propose two useful evaluation criterion to evaluate the
structural similarity between these two spaces. The first criterion will guaranty that the agent has distinguished all points
that can theoretically be distinguished. The second criterion,
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gives an evaluation on the conservation of the local structure
between the represented and the representative graphs.
a) The refinement criterion C1 : this criterion is defined
as the ratio of the pairs of configurations (mi , mj ) that have
not been distinguished by a sensory difference yet but are
distinct in the quotient pose space, over all the N 2 possible
pairs. C1 can then be computed as
|{(mi , mj ); Dij = 0 and Rij 6= 0}|
.
(19)
N2
The finest refinement is then obtained when C1 = 0, meaning
that all distinct points in the quotient pose space are distinct
in the internal representation.
b) Local structure similarity criterion C2 : topological
preservation between discrete models such as graphs or SOMs
is usually dealt with by evaluating the preservation of neighborhoods [29]. Here it is evaluated as a measure of how well
small neighborhoods are preserved between the dissimilarity
D and the evaluation metric R and is based on the adjusted
Locally Continuous Meta-Criteria (LCMC) used for Local
Multi-Dimensional Scaling (LMDS) [30]. The adjusted LCMC
is mainly used in the context of nonlinear multidimensional
reduction. It evaluates both the preservation of continuity and
the trustfulness of an embedding from measures of dissimilarity on a dataset to a low dimensional Euclidean space. The
choice of adjusted LC meta-criteria is also justified by the
fact that it is a non-metric criterion, as it uses ranks in the
dissimilarities and not metric information, and so is invariant
to monotonous scaling of the dissimilarities and the evaluation
metric.
The adjusted LCMC is computed as follows. Let’s
D
(i) = {j1 , · · · , jK } be the K-Nearest Neighbors (K-NNs)
NK
of configuration i with regard to dissimilarity matrix D,
R
(i) = {k1 , · · · , kK } the K-NNs with regard to the
and NK
evaluation metric R. Then the neighborhood similarity for
point i is simply the cardinality of their common K-NNs:
C1 =

D
R
NK (i) = |(NK
(i) ∩ NK
(i))|.

(20)

The adjusted LCMC is given in its global form by a normalized and adjusted average over all points by
Q(K) =

N
1 X
K
NK (i) −
.
KN i=1
N −1

(21)

A value of Q(K) close to 1 indicates a high similarity between
all the K-NNs in both spaces. However the adjusted LCMC is a
function of the number of nearest neighbors: the higher K, the
bigger the considered neighborhoods. But the only interest of
the criterion C2 is to evaluate similarity on “local structures”
associated to a small value of K. This can be achieved thanks
to the approach by Lee et al. [31], which consists in finding
the value Kmax of K which maximizes the adjusted LCMC
along
Kmax = argmax Q(K).
(22)
Then, criterion C2 is computed as the average below Kmax of
Q as
Kmax
1 X
Q(K).
(23)
C2 =
Kmax
K=1

The quantity C2 assesses the similarity of local structures,
e.g. the preservation of neighbors insides the Kmax -NNs. Kmax
represents the scale that corresponds to “local” considerations.
The value C2 = 1 indicates that all the neighborhoods of
all points of size inferior and equal to Kmax are perfectly
preserved. The value C2 = 0 can be interpreted as a random
permutation of the points.
3) 2D visualization: Additionally to the two criterion introduced previously, it is also possible to project the dissimilarity
matrix D to a low-dimensional Euclidean space by using
multidimensional scaling (MDS). This projection can then be
visualized to assess qualitatively the resemblance between the
projected internal representation and the actual quotient pose
space. However, this visualization can not replace the two
quantitative criterion C1 and C2 in the general case, since
the quotient pose space cannot always be embedded into a 2D
or 3D Euclidean space without big distortions. The algorithm
used for the projection is Isomap [32]. Given a value K,
Isomap performs Classical MDS using geodesic distances on
the K-NN graph of the dissimilarity matrix D. The visualization being not a criterion per se, any non-metric multidimensional scaling algorithm that preserves local structures such
as Local-MDS, SOM, LLE, tSNE or Curvilinear Component
Analysis could have been selected. The choice of Isomap is
based on its simplicity and the fact that the neighborhood
scale K is already available from the computation of the local
similarity criterion Kmax in Equation (22).
The process for building the internal representation has
now been formalized. Two criteria have been introduced to
evaluate if the space (M, D) is a good representative of local
structures in (X/P , R). The next section shows the results of
the implementation of the refinement process for a simulated
agent in different environments.
V. S IMULATED RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section aims at providing a proof of concept on
how a naive agent can build an internal representation of its
working space in an unknown environment with an uninterpreted sensorimotor flow. Therefore, the simulated agent will
be tested on different environments. The detailed simulation
setup is described in a first subsection. Then, quantitative and
qualitative evaluations of the obtained representations for two
different scenarios of increasing complexity are proposed.
A. Simulation setup
The agent used in the simulations is the simple 2 degrees
of freedom agent introduced in §II-A2. For all scenarios, the
agent’s motor exploration set M is chosen in the following
way. First, as written in the illustrative example in §II-B3,
recall that the motor configurations of the agent is represented
with the tuple m = (θ1 , θ2 ) where θ1 and θ2 are the two joint
angles of the serial arm. The agent starts from a home position
m0 = (0, 0), the sensor being at the far right of the working
space. It then generates random actions simulated by an addition of two random angles sampled from a uniform probability
distribution in [0, 2π] after which it goes back to its home
position m0 . After the i-th action, the agent receives the motor
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(a) Original working space
with structural clues

(b) (Straight lines) environment

(c) (Blobs) environment

(d) (Movie) environment

configuration mi . Without further exploration, the explored
pose space would be a set of random points inside a 2D disk.
These explored poses are the black points in figure 3(a). For
a better visual interpretation, some structural clues have been
added in the form of forced exploration points, shown as linked
colored points in figure 3(a). Then the explored points inside
these rings have been removed from the exploration set, thus
allowing a better visualization of the internal representation
distortion. At the end, the explored motor configuration space
M is composed of N = 500 motor configurations and sensor
poses for every scenario. At the end of repetition k, the agent
computes the dissimilarity distance D[k] with equation (18)
between all pairs of explored configurations. For the simulated
environments, the space to be represented is the pose space
X/P = X = f (M ), where f is the forward kinematics of
the agent, and the evaluation metric is the euclidean distance
between the poses Rij = ρ(xi , xj ) = ||xi − xj ||2 .
B. Environments description and results
The simulated environments are separated in 2 scenarios of
increasing complexity. All environments are black-and-white
or gray-scale backgrounds on the pose space of the 2D agent
as shown in the three subfigures 3(b), 3(c) and 3(d). The first
scenario is composed of 2 different environments. In this first
scenario the refinement process matches with the theory: the
environmental states are kept fixed during the exploration of
M , the sensory inputs are either 0 or 1. This corresponds to
the theoretical set-up formalized in §II. The second scenario
is more realistic and is composed of 3 different environments.
In this second scenario the environmental states are allowed to
change during the exploration as it would happen in a realistic
environment, and the agent’s sensory inputs can take more
values than 0 or 1.
1) Scenario 1, static environment during exploration:
a) Straight lines environment: In this first environment,
the environmental states are identical to those in the illustrative
example and are depicted in subfigure 3(b). Each environmental state is randomly chosen as a straight line crossing the
pose space separating the background in one black and one
white areas. The distribution of these straight lines is taken so
that they uniformly cover the working space, see method 2 of
Bertand’s Paradox [33]. The agent’s sensory input is either 1
or 0 according to which side of the straight line the agent’s

Percentage of unrefined pairs

Fig. 3. Far left: the 2D agent’s working space after exploring a motor configuration set M with N = 500 configurations. The explored sensor poses are
black dots and the structural clues are linked colored dots. Right: the three different background environments.
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Fig. 4. Evolution of the refinement criterion C1 for the 5 different environments. The vertical lines show at which repetition the finest refinement
(C1 = 0) is obtained.

sensor is in. At the end of each repetition, a new straight line
is randomly chosen and the refinement process continues. This
process is repeated until k = 106 explorations of the motor
exploration set.
Figure 4 plots the evolution of the refinement criterion C1 .
The finest refinement is obtained after almost 1400 repetitions,
meaning that the environment is very slow at separating points
in the representation. It is indeed very structured by opposition
to random sensory values over the working space. In Figure 6
is shown the evolution of the local similarity criterion C2
between the measured dissimilarity D[k] at repetition k and
the Euclidean distance R between the poses of the target
pose space shown in subfigure 3(a). The criterion C2 starts
very low for the first exploration and then converges towards
a value of C2 = 0.98 which is almost a perfect match
of local neighborhoods. Indeed, for this environment the
statistics of sensory invariants are invariant to translations or
rotations in the 2D Euclidean working space [34] and in fact
it can be proved that the measured dissimilarity converges
in probability to the Euclidean distance between the poses,
up to a constant factor. In order to interpret the values of
C2 and C1 , let’s visualize the 2D projection of the obtained
dissimilarity matrix along the agent life using Isomap. The
results of the visualization for the different environments are
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<latexit sha1_base64="O5l389/nHRy7yvMCMPjW+5Nsds0=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="q2S76Lwmc8+RTEq6qbNIzFHudAQ=">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</latexit>

45 blobs
environment

<latexit sha1_base64="XPfIy5Kz/T4v5GfyLdmqJwm5Un8=">AAAC/XicjVLLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVZdugkVwFZIq1I1Q7MZlBfuAKiVJpzU0LyYToRTxH9zq1p249Vv8A935Cd4ZU1CLjwmTnDn3njtzJteJfS8Rpvmc02Zm5+YX8ouFpeWV1bXi+kYziVLusoYb+RFvO3bCfC9kDeEJn7VjzuzA8VnLGdZkvHXJeOJF4akYxew8sAeh1/dcWxDVrnXLh6ZhVbrFkmmYaujTwMpACdmoR8U3nKGHCC5SBGAIIQj7sJHQ04EFEzFx5xgTxwl5Ks5whQJpU8pilGETO6T3gFadjA1pLWsmSu3SLj5NTkodO6SJKI8TlrvpKp6qypL9qfZY1ZRnG9HXyWoFxApcEPuXbpL5X530ItDHgfLgkadYMdKdm1VJ1a3Ik+ufXAmqEBMncY/inLCrlJN71pUmUd7l3doq/qIyJSvXbpab4vVXdxMnnKJ9mvJkOuUXqCWs7w0wDZplw9ozyif7pepR1hx5bGEbu9QBFVRxjDoa6s/f4BZ32rV2rz1ojx+pWi7TbOLL0J7eAbbTm2I=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="yy0pssT4lPO5RGqfEEhhT1HopFc=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="EI2+76krmOq+LSMEPLIDOT3/1oY=">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</latexit>

[160 repetitions] [104 repetitions]
<latexit sha1_base64="QvHiz1TYF2qgoHmyL3KAamTn0zY=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="dccfaOxm9DeCbGcG7CV0OmMpMC0=">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</latexit>

Fig. 5. Visualization of criterion C2 with the corresponding internal representations projected in 2D using Isomap with Kmax -NNs during the agent’s
life in the static environment scenario.
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Fig. 6. Evolution of the local similarity criterion C2 . (straight lines) converges
to C2 = 0.98, (blobs) converges to C2 = 0.78 and (movies 22 mpf)
approximately converges to C2 = 0.62, (movies 6 mpf) approximately
converges to C2 = 0.40 and (movies 1 mpf) converges towards C2 = 0.14.
The closer C2 is to 1 the more accurate is the local structure of the internal
representation.

shown in Figure 5 and 73 . The internal representation starts
with a few number of distinct points. After 20 repetitions, the
number of points in the representation has increased, and the
structural cues starts shaping with C2 = 0.4. They are visually
well preserved starting from C2 = 0.6 and 50 repetitions.
After the almost convergence of C2 around 104 repetitions, the
internal representation is visually a quasi-perfect reproduction
of the working space which is confirmed by a C2 close to 1.
b) Blobs environment: In this second environment, the
environmental states are composed of randomly generated
background images with black and white blobs stretched in
the bottom left/top right direction of the working space, as
plot in figure 3(c). The blobs comes from a random noise
generated using a procedural Perlin noise with anisotropic
filtering (steerable Gaussian filter) oriented at 45 degrees. The
resultant noisy image is then thresholded to give black and
white blobs. The agent sensations are either 1 or 0 depending
on the color of the blob the sensor is looking at. After each
repetition, a new black-and-white image is randomly sampled.
3 Five video attachments have been uploaded together with this submission.
They show the evolution of the representation for the interaction of the agent
with the 5 environments.

This process is repeated until k = 106 explorations of the
motor exploration set.
Looking at the refinement criterion C1 represented in Figure 4, one can see that the finest refinement is obtained about
ten times quicker than for the straight lines environment.
Indeed, far poses have a clear tendency to be separated
quicker than in the previous environment since blobs are more
localized in space. For a given agent, one could then compare
environments with respect to the number of repetitions required to reach the finest refinement: the smaller this number,
the richer the environment. The richness of an environment is
thus defined as its ability to quickly separate pairs of poses of
an agent’s explored pose set. In Figure 6, the local similarity
criterion C2 converges to a value of C2 = 0.77 indicating
a distortion of small dissimilarities in D with respect to
the evaluation metric R. Indeed, the sensory invariants have
a higher probability to occur for a pair of points aligned
along the top left/bottom right direction because the blobs are
stretched in this direction. Thus, these pairs of points have
a lower dissimilarity and are considered closer than in the
orthogonal direction. The projected internal representation in
Figure 5 shows as expected a stretch in the direction of high
sensory invariants variance. However, after convergence, the
structural cues are visually well preserved indicated by a high
C2 = 0.77, but not as well as in the previous environment.
Until now, the environmental states were kept fixed during
the exploration. This gives us an insight into the representation distortion as well as into the notion of richness of
the environment. Let’s now consider more realistic dynamical
environments.
2) Scenario 2, dynamical environment (Movie): In this last
scenario, the environmental states are composed of cropped
images of a black-and-white movie frames. One cropped
image is shown in Figure 3(d). The agent hovers its sensor
across the image; for that purpose, the agent has been centered
inside the movie frame and scaled so that the diameter of
its working space corresponds to 40 pixels in the image. In
order to simulate a spatially continuous environment, the value
given by its sensor is the linearly interpolated gray value at
the 2D sensor pose from adjacent pixels which is quantified
on a 0 to 15 gray scale. Of course the agent’s sensory inputs
are uninterpreted: it cannot know that a value of 3 is closer
to 4 than to 15. Each sensory value is actually seen in this
framework as a symbol. To simulate the dynamics of the
environment, the image is refreshed with the next frame of the
movie after a given number of movements. In the environments
3, 4 and 5 the agent respectively moves at a speed of 22
motor configurations per frame (mpf), 6 mpf and 1 mpf: thus,
a high mpf indicates low dynamics of the environment. The
movie file4 has been played 3 times, resulting in 479166
frames, which in turns corresponds to 21082 repetitions for
environment 3, 5749 repetitions for environment 4 and 960
repetitions for environment 5. Repeating the same movie
allows for more samples with the same sensory statistics
so that convergence is obtained slightly quicker than when
playing differents movies.
4 The

selected movie is Phantom of the Opera (1943).
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<latexit sha1_base64="s028a/6wSsEqWiEverNZxzUSIQY=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="UCBRYUwghK503qkzS29suCrg2sg=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="+iIryEJWRAEuLdjYDe5NSI55Zqo=">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</latexit>

Movie
environment

<latexit sha1_base64="NbiSzIuQsJUWi5Q7EJNT8JIHK+o=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="faf+cDzE/zlUx0j+Rs34iSqL8yg=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="hm3nTjuvJy+RTl4os82NUOE2iVI=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="fuoTYD3LeQdN9roPN/0vXk3TuZY=">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</latexit>

Fig. 7. Final values of C2 with the projected internal representations for 3
different dynamics (mpf = movements per frame) of the movie environments.
The 3 final representations are obtained after 104 , 5700 and 960 repetitions
respectively.

Criterion C1 plot in Figure 4 shows that the refinement is
quicker in scenario 2 which indicates richer environments. The
first reason comes from a higher number of sensory values: 16
gray scale values instead of 0 and 1, making it less probable
to have sensory invariants. The 1 mpf environment reaches the
finest refinement the quickest, indicating that quick refinement
is also caused by a higher relative dynamics of sensory
changes in the environment with respect to agent’s movements.
Moreover, Figure 6 exhibits that the 22 mpf, 6 mpf and
1 mpf environments respectively converges to C2 = 0.62,
C2 = 0.4 and C2 = 0.14. In these dynamical environments,
a pair of close points in space but explored after a long time
might have a distortion caused by the possible environment
changes during the reaching time, thus the higher the dynamics
the higher the distortion after convergence. At the bottom of
Figure 7 are shown the final internal representations obtained
after convergence of C2 . Visually the structural clues are well
represented when dealing with slow relative dynamics (22
mpf and 6 mpf movie environments). However, considering
a high relative dynamics of 1 mpf, the agent’s movements
are too slow with respect to changes in the environment. As
a consequence, two close poses in space that have a high
probability to generate the same sensory input if reached
quickly, have now a smaller probability to produce the same
sensory input as the environment is likely to change during
the agent movement. The agent cannot capture the spatial
order of the poses anymore and the representation is almost a
random permutation of points, which is obtained when C2 = 0
by definition. In this last case, the internal representation is
certainly not exploitable for any task defined in the working
space because the agent cannot plan continuous trajectories.
Note that the proposed approach could also be exploited in
real world environments. The main difficulties would be to
deal with repeatability of the agent movements, i.e. control
problems such as possible collisions or variability of the
actions. One can also mention some possible issues regarding
the existence of noise in the sensory inputs. In the end, all
this should result in a more distorted representation; hopefully,
there is room for increasing the robustness of the approach,
for instance by using reinforcement learning [35].
VI. C ONCLUSION
This paper dealt with the question of how and why a totally
naive (interpretation free) agent with access to its actuator
states and sensors inputs can, through active exploration, build

an internal representation of its sensors states in the physical
world. It has been shown that, under the assumption of
continuity on the statistics of sensory invariants in the physical
space, this internal representation is topologically equivalent to
a space called the quotient pose space. The quotient pose space
represents the states of the agents that can’t be distinguished
by a sensory input (with probability 1). This space comes with
a “natural topology“ defined as the finest one that makes the
movement of the sensors continuous. Then a formalization
has been proposed to adapt the process of refinement to an
experimental context with realistic environments. Proof of
concept examples are shown in adequate environments: low
dynamics relatively to the agent’s movements, high probability
of sensory invariants, but some limitations are presented when
dealing with more challenging environments. A step forward
would be to show a direct exploitation of the topological
internal representation obtained after the refinement process in
tasks such as path planning or obstacle avoidance possibly in
real world applications. Moreover, the introduced concept of
sensorimotor structure learning could be supplemented with
the introduction of hierarchical structures, and the proposed
formalism could be used as a grounding for higher level
considerations in interactive perception. It may also be used
as a tool for learning the structure of space based on the
compensatory actions in Poincaré’s intuition.

A PPENDIX A
P ROOF THAT P IS A PSEUDOMETRIC IN THE POSE SPACE
In order to show that p is a pseudometric in the pose space
X , let us prove that it satisfies the pseudometric conditions:
for all x, y, z ∈ X :
(a) p(x, y) ≥ 0 (non-negativity).
(b) p(x, y) = p(y, x) (symmetry).
(c) p(x, z) ≤ p(x, y) + p(y, z) (triangle inequality).
Proof:
a) Non-negativity: P being a probability measure, it
is non-negative, e.g. for any E ⊆ E , P (E) ≥ 0. Hence
p(x, y) = P ({ ∈ E ; φ (x) 6= φ (y)}) ≥ 0 so p is nonnegative.
b) Symmetry: p(x, y) = P ({ ∈ E ; φ (x) 6= φ (y)}) =
P ({ ∈ E ; φ (y) 6= φ (x)}) = p(y, x).
c) Triangle inequality: Let’s define Exy as the set { ∈
E ; φ (x) 6= φ (y)}, and equivalently for Eyz and Exz .
Then p(x, y) + p(y, z) = P (Exy ) + P (Eyz ). P being a
probability measure it is subadditive so that P (Exy ∪ Eyz ) ≤
P (Exy ) + P (Eyz ). Let us show that Exz ⊆ Exy ∪ Eyz
by contradiction. Assume that Exz 6⊆ Exy ∪ Eyz , then there
exists at least one  ∈ Exz which is also outside of Exy ∪Eyz .
Then φ (x) 6= φ (z) by definition of Exz but because 
is neither in Exy nor in Eyz , necessarily φ (x) = φ (y)
and φ (y) = φ (z), so φ (x) = φ (z) which gives a
contradiction. Therefore by monotonicity of the probability
measure, P (Exz ) ≤ P (Exy ∪ Eyz ) ≤ P (Exy ) + P (Eyz ),
hence p(x, z) ≤ p(x, y) + p(y, z).
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A PPENDIX B
P ROOF THAT EMPIRICAL AND NATURAL TOPOLOGIES ON
THE QUOTIENT SET ARE TOPOLOGICALLY EQUIVALENT.
Let us denote as τM , τX and τX /P the natural topologies
of the respective spaces M, X and X /P . Let’s call τp the
topology induced by the pseudometric p in space X and τp∗
for the topology induced by the metric p∗ in space X /P . Let’s
consider the following commutative diagram:
(M, τM )

f

(X , τX )

idX

X
πP

(X /P , τX /P )

(X , τp )
X
πP

idX /P

(24)

(X /P , τp∗ )

From hypothesis (H1) the pseudometric p is continuous on
the pose space X with the natural topology, hence the identity
map idX from (X , τX ) to (X , τp ) is continuous. Moreover, πPX
which maps poses to equivalence classes is a continuous map
from (X , τX ) to (X /P , τX /P ) because, from the definition
of natural topology, τX /P is the topology induced by this
mapping. The map πPX from the pseudometric space (X , τp )
to the metric space (X /P , τp∗ ) is called a metric identification
and it preserves the induced topologies, thus it is continuous.
Hence, by commutation of the diagram, the map idX /P from
(X /P , τX /P ) to (X /P , τp∗ ) is also a continuous map. From
(H2), we have that (M, τM ) is a compact space. Compactness
property is preserved through continuous maps so that all
considered spaces are compact. It has been shown that the
space (X /P , τp∗ ) is a metric space, in particular it is Hausdorff
(all pairs of distinct points have disjoint neighborhoods).
Moreover, it is known that a continuous bijection from a
compact space to a Hausdorff space is a homeomorphism
so that idX /P is a homeomorphism. Therefore, natural and
empirical topologies coincide on X /P , τX /P = τp∗ .
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